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Step Title Detail Safety 
 End of Event Coach will address the team from a central part of the Player / Coach Personal 

Space Area (PSA) on the Diamond perhaps on the other side of the Backstop 
 
Exact location might change for Practice, Game or Clinic  
 
All Players should be sitting in the PA with all their personal equipment, bags, 
jackets, etc. in that PSA. Personal equipment can be stored in bags, etc. 
 
Coach will designate clean up duties if needed. 
 
Review of game and next game info should be by email, text or team snap but 
if a meeting is held for team members it should be brief and physical 
distancing and / or wearing of masks is mandatory 

Coach(s) must physically 
distance from other coaches 
and all the players during all 
parts of an Event  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team member post game 
team meetings are allowed 
Team members only 

4.1 Securing Bases to storage 
 
Indoor: Securing team 
equipment to designated 
bags for transport 

Designated Players or Parents will remove Bases from the diamond, replace 
the base peg and wipe the base with provided wipe.  
 
Or indoor any indoor equipment. 
 
Designates need to sanitize after these duties. 

Designate should get the wipe 
from the team supply usually 
from the Sanitizing Champion 

4.2 Rake near Home, Pitchers and 
Base locations 

Designated Players or Parents will rake the diamond and upon returning the 
rake to its storage wipe the rake handle with provided wipe.  
 
Inside: team Bow Nets to be taken down by designated players and taken 
home until the next practice. 

Designates need to sanitize 
after these duties. 

4.3 Return Wipes and Hand 
Sanitizing Machines  

Designated Players or Parents will take the Wipes and Hand Sanitizing 
Machines to the Diamond Storage Boxes   
 
For indoor Team to have Hand Sanitizer, Wipes and Equipment cleaning 
spray 

Designates need to sanitize 
after these duties. 

4.4 Lock the storage box Designate to use the personal hand sanitizer after locking the boxes or wash 
hands in washroom. 
Indoor: Team to remember to take their PPE with them when they leave the 
gym. 

 

 


